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EXTRAORDINARY
SHOWERING

IMAGINE
We dreamt of a shower that would wake up when
you do and be ready for when you are. A shower
that would say Hello to you and remember the
last time you loved being in it and let you
re-create that moment. We dreamt of a place in
water where you could be yourself.

INSPIRE
Sensory and functional. A pleasure to the touch. From the
glossy finish of the glass screen to the bevelled edges of the
temperature bezel. Q’s lever, controlled by magnets, glides
effortlessly easing your navigation through the menu, drawing
you in to want to press it and move it again and again.

P L AY
Choose. Match. Clash. Change. Collect.
QTM comes dressed in Stardust Silver.
You can change it, for good or for fun,
to Lagoon Blue, Sunrise Orange,
Shadow Grey and Polar White.
Change colour, collect them all,
or stay with one.

ENJOY

CREATE

For a well-deserved reboot shower after a great run
that made you feel like a winner. Choose SPORT.
After a hard day, ECO, invigorating and cooler, saving water.
You did promise yourself a guilt-free reward after all.
For the kids who would love to spend hours in the
water, there is FAMILY, a 7 minute timed shower.
The white rabbit of water wonderland.

Life is full of complicated
decisions. Not with MyQTM.
For the shower you dream of
having right now, there are four,
TEMPERATURE, FLOW,
OUTLET, TIME

Save it

A shower for every day, everyone and every mood. Every time.

QTM will do the remembering

ACCESSORISE
One handset to match your shower. One generous drencher
head. One really smart bath fill that remembers how full you
want your bath and one remote control, so that your shower is
ready and waits for you, and not the other way around.

BELIEVE
Behind every dream, there is great imagination.
Q

TM

was borne out of precision engineering, award-

winning technology and pioneering innovation. QTM was
imagineered with a great dose of passion, utter dedication
and the British love for design and engineering.

BUILD
QTM EXPOSED

QTM CONCEALED

QTM REMOTE CONTROL

QTM CONCEALED

QTM CONCEALED

QTM EXPOSED

QTM EXPOSED

WALL SHOWER

RAIL AND SHOWER

HANDSET AND BATH FILL

RAIL, HANDSET AND
CEILING SHOWER

STARDUST SILVER / POLAR WHITE / SHADOW GREY / LAGOON BLUE / SUNRISE ORANGE
HP
Combi

Product code

Gravity
Pumped

Product code

QTM Concealed and wall shower

£940

QTC.01.FW.HP

£1,050

QTC.01.FW.GP

Concealed, rail and handset

£940

QTC.01.AD.HP

£1,050

QTC.01.AD.GP

Q Concealed, rail, handset and wall shower

£1,185

QTC.02.FW.HP

£1,295

QTC.02.FW.GP

Q Concealed, rail, handset and ceiling shower

£1,185

QTC.02.FC.HP

£1,295

QTC.02.FC.GP

Q

Concealed, rail, handset and bath fill

£1,170

QTC.02.BT.HP

£1,270

QTC.02.BT.GP

Q

QTM Options

Q

TM

TM

TM

TM

CEILING DRENCHER

VITATM HANDSET

WALL DRENCHER

BATH FILL

Exposed, rail, handset and bath fill

£1,300

QTE.02.BT.HP

£1,385

QTE.02.BT.GP

QTM Exposed, rail, handset and ceiling shower

£1,254

QTE.02.FC.HP

£1,359

QTE.02.FC.GP

QTM Exposed, rail and handset

£1,010

QTE.01.AD.HP

£1,099

QTE.01.AD.GP

QTM Bezel and matching handset accent

£10 QTD.AA.02 (White) 03 (Grey) 04 (Blue) 05 (Orange)

TM

Q

TM

Remote control

£125 Q.RMT

All prices inclusive of VAT

EXPLORE
www.aqualisa.co.uk/q

CALL
Aqualisa Customer Service & Technical Helpline

01959 560 010

DISCOVER
Aqualisa Brochures order line

0800 652 3669

CONTACT
Aqualisa Products Ltd, The Flyers Way
Westerham, Kent TN16 1DE

enquiries@aqualisa.co.uk
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